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ABSTRACT

Annually, more than 100 million blood transfusions with donor blood take place worldwide. Blood transfusion
supply is essential in order to facilitate a functional health-care system. However, most of these transfusions, 64%,
are consumed in the high-income countries. Although blood and its components were recently added to the WHO
Model List of Essential Medicines, insufficient blood hemovigilance systems in many low-income and middleincome countries still lead to preventable mortality and morbidity due to lack of blood components such as red
blood cells (RBCs), platelets (Plt) and plasma. These countries are mostly located in Asia, Africa, Middle and
South America, representing 82% of the global population. The shortage is calculated as the lack of more than 30
million donations. Also, complex processing whole blood into blood components carry considerable costs in order
to maintain quality of these products. This makes it even more difficult to maintain blood hemovigilance systems in
many low-income and middle-income countries. This weaknesses in the supply chain needs support by
implementing patient blood management (PBM) and the expanded use of autologous blood in order to improve on
allogeneic blood component supply. Simplification of production methods of these blood components is ongoing
and will be highlighted in the current short review.
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INTRODUCTION
The current pandemic crisis initiated by the COVID-19 viral
outbreak, has increased the need for donor blood even more.
In China, the number of whole blood donors dropped by
67% and the recruitment for donors dropped by 60%. The
most important reason not to donate was the fear of
acquiring COVID-19 during blood donation [1]. Also, same
decreases in Zambia were reported not only caused by fear
but also due to the partial lock-down that closed down all
learning institutions. Since more than 90% is donated by
mobile blood collection, the closing of these institutes
caused donations to cease [2]. In numerous countries the
crisis management ordered new rules in behavior such as
issuing social distancing and escalated school and business
closures. In response, elective surgical procedures and
nonessential care were cancelled in many hospitals. These
measures also caused cancellation of blood drives and
reduced the number of blood donors who could be at a
collection site, which severely affected the availability of
blood products. Blood suppliers began notifying hospitals of
these shortages, which led to preparations and actions to
address the shortages while maintaining care delivery [3,4].
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It is imperative to conclude that in times of a crisis, all health
care systems are affected including blood donation
programs. But in times of crisis, alternative solutions or
programs are created or accelerated. Existing and new
methods to alleviate the pressure on conventional donor
blood supply are revisited for clinical practice. Even topics
become political as is clearly the case with regard of using
convalescent plasma (CP) as a passive immunization therapy
in case of a COVID-19 infection [5]. Solutions that alleviate
the pressure on blood hemovigilance systems are urgently
needed,
including
well-supported
strategies
for
implementation. When we will look back on the current
health crisis, we probably will recognize that it has resulted
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in a number of innovations: new medication and medical
devices, improved healthcare processes, manufacturing and
supply chain breakthroughs and novel collaboration
techniques. Most blood management innovations are existing
but need a new evaluation and rethinking of their use into the
blood supply chain. PBM systems, the use of autologous
blood transfusions (ABT) and alternative or innovative
methods of production of blood components support relieve
pressure on the conventional blood management [6]. The
conventional chain is broken by COVID-19 but repairing the
supply chain is possible within reach by implementing these
methods.
PATIENT BLOOD MANAGEMENT
PBM programs have existed for decades but are not
embedded in most health care centers as a universal standard
of care. PBM is defined as an evidence-based medical and
surgical approach to minimize the need for and use of blood
transfusion in patients as a means to improve their clinical
outcomes [7].
It encompasses a comprehensive integration of a patientcentric, multidisciplinary standard of care centralized on
blood health, which involves all functions of maintaining
blood
volume,
anemia
management,
coagulation
management, and surgical technique, not just blood
transfusion therapy [8]. Most PBM programs are
implemented in order to reduce allogeneic blood transfusions
due to the current knowledge of its negative effects, both
related to costs and healthcare. It is shown that when taking
into consideration all costs related to providing RBC
transfusions with an activity-based costing (ABC) model, the
total costs were 3.2-to 4.8-fold higher than blood product
acquisition costs [9]. The ABC model includes all major
process steps, staff, and consumables to provide red blood
cell (RBC) transfusions to surgical patients. From healthcare
perspective, allogeneic blood transfusion is a potentially
hazardous method similar to allogeneic organ transplantation.
It may cause long-term effects on immunization, which
would likely lead to micro-thrombosis, blood coagulation
and hemolytic reactions [10]. Allogeneic blood transfusion
has been associated with increased risk of tumor recurrence,
postoperative infection, acute lung injury, perioperative
myocardial infarction, postoperative low-output cardiac
failure, and increased mortality [11].
Thanks to several strategies including donor screening and
deferral, blood testing and pathogen inactivation, their risks
have reached all-time low levels, particularly in high income
countries. The underlying mechanism is likely to be related
to immunosuppressive effects of allogeneic blood, storage
lesions, iron content, and bacterial contamination. Judicious
and evidence-based use of allogeneic blood components is
needed to ensure that the potential benefits are worth the
risks [12].
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During a global pandemic, the main characteristics of PBM
prove valuable in normal daily patient care. The practice and
standards of PBM are universal across specialties as well as
inpatient, outpatient, surgical, and medical disciplines. They
focus on optimizing hemoglobin values, minimizing blood
losses, implementing autologous blood transfusion,
managing coagulopathy, and enhancing tolerance to anemia
[13].
Practitioners of PBM consistently consider the hypothetical
situation of caring for patients without the availability of
blood products when describing its relevance and value.
AUTOLOGOUS BLOOD TRANSFUSION
With the improvement of medical technology and the
growing discrepancy between blood supply and demand,
Autologous blood transfusion (ABT) is a way to decrease the
need of allogeneic transfusions and in this perspective
different aspects are highlighted. The safety and
effectiveness of ABT has gradually become a subject of
interest. ABT can avoid the serious harm caused by
allogeneic blood transfusion, alleviate blood shortage and
save blood resources, while lightening the burden of patients.
Therefore, ABT has gained more attention, and has become a
common demand in clinical practice [14].
Intraoperative or postoperative auto transfusion refers to a
method of transfusion in which blood in the body cavity of a
patient, blood lost during surgery and postoperatively drained
blood, can be recovered through a blood recovery device.
Then, blood undergoes anticoagulation, filtration and
washing, and is finally transfused back to the patient. The
American Association of Blood Banks guidelines
recommend
that
intraoperative
or
postoperative
autotransfusion should be performed in surgeries where a
large amount of bleeding (more than 20% total volume) is
anticipated [15]. However, only 10% of peri-operative RBC
need is provided by ABT due to lack of availability, staffing
and costs although with the current technologies the benefit
of a disease specific ABT program is widely proven [16].
In situations without access to blood banks and where the
need is so desperate without any means of washing, the
surgeons just collect by the with only filtering out debris and
large clots before reinfusion. Surgeons are then often forced
to resort to the ‘soup ladle technique’, scooping up blood
spilled during a surgery and filtering it through gauze into a
jar before returning it to the patient [17]. This method is both
impractical and dangerous. In case of ABT after surgery this
is sometimes also used with only filtering out large particles
before reinfusion into the patient [18]. This is not
recommended by surgical societies due to its adverse clinical
effects it induces [19,20]. The mainstay technique up to now
is all based on centrifugal devices, so called cell savers [21].
But as use of cell savers often is inaccessible, innovative
blood processing technologies that not only effectively wash
out contaminants but are also cost-effective are needed.
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The future of allogeneic and autologous blood transfusion
Innovation drives novel blood processing technology
There are several new developments that focus on different
technologies in order to reach the same quality effect of
conventional centrifugal cell savers but without its
complexity. One proof of concept study was based on gravity
driven sedimentation by using a 20 m long 1 mm in diameter
tubing disposable device in order to wash stored red blood
cells. The prototype of the gravity-driven washing operated
at a flow rate of 0,5 ml/min produced a suspension of washed
RBCs with low output hematocrit of 37% and washing waste
with a hematocrit of 3.4%. In order to develop it further to
the needed clinical capacity, a 40-fold increase of the device
capacity would be needed. It was concluded that this a
technical challenge to reach such a goal [22].
Another innovative device is HemoClear, using
microfiltration technology that is specifically yields washed
RBCs and platelets. In contrast to existing devices, as
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centrifugal cell savers merely recover RBCs, while blood
concentrators such as the HemoSep device recover unwashed
platelet-rich RBCs [23].
The HemoClear device is easy to operate (Figure 1). It uses
crossflow filtration, driven by gravity, and is capable of
capturing RBCs and separating them from other fluids and
plasma at comparable quality that can be reached by cell
savers [24]. The intended medical purpose of the HemoClear
device is in recovering RBCs from patients in a setting where
cell savers are not used due to lack of infrastructure,
availability, or for financial reasons. The aim is to avoid
wasting blood and provide a safe, easy and cost-effective
way to re-infuse a patient’s own red blood cells. Specific
types of surgery for which the technique seems especially
useful include open heart and vascular surgery, orthopedic
surgery such as total joint replacements and spinal surgery,
liver transplantation, and ruptured ectopic pregnancy
surgeries.

Figure 1. Schematic workflow of the HemoClear cell washing method.
Novel processing technologies extend use of blood
products for new indications

possible therapeutic, there are still concerns about infectious
side effects that cannot be excluded with this procedure.

Passive immunization by convalescent plasma: In the
absence of preventive measures for COVID-19, global effort
focus on trails of various potentially effective treatments.
One such treatment is convalescent plasma (CP) therapy, a
classical adaptive immunotherapy. CP was used in previous
epidemic infections, including MERS, SARS and Ebola [2527]. The plasma of infected and recovered patients contains
neutralizing antibodies against the virus, that slow down the
viral replication. When CP is harvested from a former patient
and administered to newly ill patients, passive immunization
can be achieved. The evidence for efficacy of COVID-19
convalescent plasma treatment continues to grow but is also
questioned due to the lack of clearly defined or underpowered small randomized trials [28-31]. Also, if CP is a

Plasma collection by plasmapheresis represents another
hurdle. The pandemic had increased the global demand for
CP, whereas gold standard centrifugal plasmapheresis
devices only are widely available in high-income countries.
During the Ebola outbreak this hurdle was overcome by ad
hoc training on use of donated plasmapheresis devices
[32,33]. Nevertheless, capacity building for the current and
future use of convalescent plasma therapy is an imperative.
Sustainable
expertise,
infrastructure
and
medical
technologies (such as the HemoClear device described
above) should support preparedness for rapid CP acquisition
in pandemics as a first line of defense if there is enough
evidence available on its efficacy and safety as a therapy.
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Peripartum use of autologuous cell saver techniques:
Although originally a precautionary measure, support for the
use of cell salvage in obstetric hemorrhage is provided by
over 400 reported cases in which blood contaminated with
amniotic fluid has been washed and re-administered without
filtration, and various international associations have
advocated the use of blood salvage in obstetrics [34,35].
Broad use of cell salvage in the obstetric field should greatly
decrease maternal mortality, for which reported rates remain
unacceptably high [36]. Post-partum hemorrhage accounts
for nearly a third for annual maternal deaths, 99.7% of which
occur in the emerging world [37]. Combined development of
novel accessible salvage devices and increasing acceptance
should greatly increase autologous blood availability in the
obstetric field.
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